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THE DIFFUSION
P&I’ II. THE
OF A HCT m m IN AIR IN M01710N*
By W. Szablewski
FLOW FIELD IN THE TRANSITION ZONE
SUMMARY
The turbulent diffusion of a hot air jet in air can be divided into
two zones, the core and the transition zone. The first part of this
study (reference 1) deals with the flow field in the core, the second
(the present report) with that in the transitional zone.
Part A of the present report is limited to small temperature differ-
ences. The decrease in the velocity and the temperature along the jet
axis, the breadth of the mixing region, as well as the asymptotic distri-
bution functions, are determined.
The empirical constant K, a measure for the mixing length, appearing
in the theory, follows closely a value of 0.010 for asymptotic conditions.
Experimental data,are available only for the case of outside air at
rest. The comparison with theory indicates that the asymptotic distri-
butions are satisfactorilyreproduced with exception of the boundary zone.
Velocity and temperature drop are very closely reproduced by the computed
functions up to a point near the boundary’of the core, while a last short
fraction of the region adjacent to the boundary of the core is not covered
I by the theory.,.
\II Part B of the present report deals with greater temperature differences.
‘;1\ The breadth of the mixing region, as well as the velocity and temperature”
drop along the jet axis, is calculated. The theory is then compared tith
\
1
Pabstis measurements (reference 2). The ratio of interchange of temperature
\ and velocity yielded a factor E=2. Considering the friction loss at the
:>i nozzle wall, the agreement between the theoretical and the experimental
I
velocity decrease along the jet sxis can be regarded as satisfactory. The
temperature measurement along the jet axis appears to be faulty.
L,i.,~
P’ *“Die Ausbreitung eines Heisslul%strahles in Bewegter Luft.”
I
~
GDC/2460) September 1946.
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A: SMALL TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCES
AND SURROUNDING MEDIUM
1. Method and Results
1. In the first part of the investigation
field in the core was computed.
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BETWEEN JET
(reference 1) the flow
The investigation included the variation of the curves bounding the
mixing zones of velocity and temperature as well as the aspect of the
velocity and temperature distribution functions over the mixing zones.
In the second
zone adjoining the
part, (the present report), the flow field in the
core is investigated.
‘o
,
*
Y core I transition zone >X
This zone, which in the asymptote
jet diffusion is characterized by
the cross sections of the jet, is
in the so-called axially symmetrical
the affinity of the flow processes in
termed the transition zone.
——..,.....,, , ,,,,., ,,, ,, ,,,., ,,,,,,.
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Itransitionzone>
x
core
Variation of mixing width of the velocity and the temperature over the
nozzle spacing
The following relations are involved:
the breadth
the breadth
In addition
temperature
temperature
velocity of
velocity of
velocity of
of the mixing region of
of the mixing region of
rise of the discharging
the velocity
the temperature
jet
rise of the jet
the discharging
the surrounding
on jet axis
jet
medium
the jet on jet axis
ax
core I transition zone
Variation of jet velocity and jet temperatiue along the jet axis
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2. In the extension of the theory of free turbulence to gases of
widely variable densities, the following turbulent exchange quantities
had been obtained in part’I (reference 1).
T=
Q.
On
air jet
M=Ez2~ $
by ay for turbulent
z21*/ (~$ + ‘%*) for turbulent
[1
.,21$1 Q
ay
for turbulent
diffusion (la)
shearing stress
heat conduction
(lb)
(lC)
the assumption of constant pressure for the diffusion of a hot
in air in motion (axially s~etrical case) the motion equations
were then obtained:
equation of continuity of
a(r@i)
ax
equation of continuity of momentum
equation of continuity of the heat (energy principle)
with the apparent kinematic viscosity
Owing to the continuity of mass, it further yields:
momentum
(2a)
(2b)
(2C)
.—. ..,, ,m. , ,,, ,,, ,, .,,,,,,,.,,,.,,,,, ,,, ,,, 1, I
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Heat
,=- -
(3 = temperature rise of jet.)
Integration with respect to r gives then for the transition zone:
momentum
)- U1 - U1)*ar “[uaii-U1C(x)r &
heat
a
r
2
—..
rpvt - —
ax r
Gfiflrdr = Ee(x)r &@)
(+Eii ai5)]U1 ~ (3a)
Momentum and heat law can be physically interpreted as follows:
Ii
I
r
A
‘o ‘
x
On marking off a control area in the mixing zone
indicated above, the momentum theorem states that the
h which the flow experiences on its passage through the
its equivalent in the turbulent shearing stress
..dx)[w&d+.(. - .Ig-]
in the manner
loss of momentum,
control area, finds
(3b)
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at point r. Correspondingly the heat balance goes through the control
surface with consideration of the heat convection only at point r when
the turbulent heat conduction Q = E~(x)&(~~) is included.
~r.
For r = O a further integration is possible which
formulas of the conservation of momentum
gives the
(4a)
and of heat~
fb2 .2
1“---puor dr = pouo790& (Lb)o 2
With the equation of state for perfect gases
basis
SF’= const
at constant
in the above equations
pressure as
(5)
where
‘1 is the temperature of the surrounding medium.
3. For the investigation of the transition zone by means of the
momentum and heat equations as well as of the equations of conservation,
the premise
5 - U1 . iiA(x)- U1
U. - U1 q(r,x)Uo - ul
(6a)
is
is
F/t?.= ‘E. ~(.,x) (6b)
190
made, where ;A(x) is the jet velocity on the jet axis and ~A(x)
the temperature rise on the,jet axis.
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This formula, carried in the equations gives (if a practicable
assumption can be made for the variation of q(r,x) and $(r,x)) four
,equationsfor the four unknowns:
.,, ,..
LA(X)) 3A(X), hi(x), and bp(x)
The transverse component ; still appearing in the equations is
determined from the equation of continuity of the mass
The next problem is
These functions occur in
the equations and in the
heat conduction at point
1v..-
[
‘&rti
rOax (7)
to make a practicable premise for cp”and $.
the integrands of the integrals appearing in
expressions defining the shearing stress and
r, whereby a mean value may be chosen for r.
In connection with the similarity of flow in the jet cross sections
resulting for the asymptote it is then logical to put
q= $X7+) with 7*=L bl (8a)
(8b)
This theorem actually seems to be confirmed by experimental results which
indicate far reaching similarity
(reference 2).
Recommended for the profile
theoretically for the asymptote:
section III) it is the function
of flow profiles in the transition zone
form is the”distribution function resulting
for the case of air in motion (see
‘(U~)2, ~ere.the parametere a, defining
the width of the distribution, contains characteristics of the asymptotic
flow. me actual calculation by this method presents some difficulties,
and besides the distribution function obtained by the differential equation
doe-snot approximate the experimental distributions in the desired measure.
‘“(See fig. 9.)
. Incidentally it seems timely to comment upon a manifest inadequacy
of the”theory, which may be attributable to a not entirely equivalent
formulation in PrandtlSs concept of the mixing length. According to
Prandtlts hypothesis of the mechanism of turbulent mixing, the
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turbulent exchange is effectuated by turbulence balls, which for the
duration of their own existence transfer their properties invariantly
from one layer to the other. Accordingly the momentary fluctuation Ut
with the momentary mixing length 2 should be put as
12a%+
by Z-&z’ “ “ “uf=fi(y+2)-fi(y)= Z*+
In the original mathematical wording u’ was put equal to @
ay
which, in general, represents a permissible approximation considering
the smallness of 2, but at particular points such as in the profile
center,
put u’
certain
average
$= O and therefore UC shouldbefor example, where
= O, the results are inadequate, although fluctuations are
to occur. In consequence, Prandtl (reference 3) suggested the
value formation
[wherein K = empirical constant, b = breadth of mixing region of the
velocity) for the apparent kinematic viscosity
E=Z2 & aii
— —
dy ay
in the original draft. This theorem has then no longer the differential
character of the original formulation and avoids the said inadequacy;
however, it then results in inadequacies at the edge of the profile where
the fluctuations and, with them, the apparent kinematic viscosity cancel
out, whereas by the new theorem an amount of e constant over the entire
width of the profile is involved. On the other hand, the new theorem has
the implicit advantage of being substantially simpler mathematically and
hence of simplifying the calculations considerably.
A very practical representation of the distributions, which gives
a very good approximation, is
(1 ).7.3/2 2
already used by other workers
presented by the function
and
(reference 4).
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Thus
..
4 = (1 - #)2 (ga)
(gb)
with q = rlb2. To simplify the calculation for b2ibl for the case of
outside air in motion p+o)j the ratio of the widths resulting from
the theory of the asymp otic distribution functions for outside air in
motion is approximately put as
b2~l= @ (lo)
(See section III.)
The case of quiescent outside air (UI = o) is treated later.
4. Part A of this report is restricted to small temperature differ-
ences. This case is amenable to calculation and represents the conditions
accompanying any temperature differences in first approximation.
The velocity field is computed by the momentum equations.
The equation of conservation of the momentum gives the breadth
the mixing region of the velocity bl as a function of the axial
velocity iiA
with the constants dl = 0.133 and el = 0.2~7, and the subsequent
calculation gives the axial velocity iiA as the describing variable
of the flow field rather than the nozzle distance x. The momentum
equation is specialized to r = ro.
The use of the foregoing result gives
,>c. of the first order for the nozzle distance
on the jet axis GA.
of
(11)
a linear differential equation
x .asfunction of the velocity
10 NACA TM 1288
GA
When the integration constant is fixed by the postdate - U1
—=1
‘o - u~
for the boundary of the core XK,
with
(12)
I —1
and the constants
l
a = 0.0273, p = 0.0549, 7 = 0.0375, P = 1.9259
The length of core xK/ro is to be taken from the theory of the core;
K is an empirical constant.
In the asymptote the formulas are obtained
,,/ro+#2Al.A:u,l/2
.()y%
with the constant Al = 1.972
and
z+&u,)kr’2A2p:Ujm
ro
U. - U1
(13)
(14)
with A2 = 0.1002.
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With the nozzle distance as independent variable the asymptotic
formulas read
. l/3(%iu1)’’3B1e,roy,3 ,.bl/ro’X K
( A)U1
2/3
with B1 . 4.24-6 and
iiA-UIA (ul/%)1/3
% -ul-& ~(o; .,y/3 ‘2 +
with B2 = 0.216.
lh figures 1, 2, and 6
are shown for the parameter
. .
the functions
values
= 1.0, 0.75,
‘o
The temperature field is computed by
(15)
(16)
of the velocity mixing field
and 0.5
means of the heat equations.
By the equation of conservation of heat, the breadth of the mixing
region of the temperature b2 is
%/% = *
with ~ = 0.0786 and el = 0.257.
(17)
The heat formula contains the empirical constant E, the ratio of
interchange of temperature and velocity; according to the measurements
by Pabst (reference 2) and others it is equal to 2.
From the heat formula a Bernoulli differential equation is obtained
I
~A - U1
‘or ‘A ‘O as a function of
# Unfortunately the quadrature cannot
‘o - ‘1
be carried out. Fixing the integration constant by the initial condi-
/
~A
- U1
ti”n TA ‘o = 1 for u - ~1 = 1, the ‘resdt iS
o
12
,2C
4
[[
1/2 1
2
D“o-ul ~fiA-ul +@
(‘0 ) R:?) CC-1’’15:$’2 ‘“0 ‘U1)
(18)
with the functions
1- -!
and the constants
C =-o.61L~.
~1 = 0.0241 p, = 0.0522
‘1 = 0.0066
vz = 0.0253
v~ = o.1,,~
‘5 = V4
In the asymptote the formulas
p, = 0.0876 IJ4= 0.2571
‘3
= 0.0196
v=p
61 ,7 = P2.
(19)
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are obtained
.
in agreement with the
b2/bl=
mathematical assumption
In addition
In figures 3, 4, 5, and 6 the functions of the
field are represented for the parameter values
The integral
gration.
.
Uo - U1
= 1.0
%
temperature
0.5
(20)
mixing
occurring in formula (18) was obtained by numerical inte-
The case of quiescent outside air ul =( O) presents a singular
behavior as evidenced by the fact that the breadth of the mixing region
in the asymptote is represented by a l-near function
)
bl(x) - x, while
with outside air in motion bl(x) -X1 3. It is found further that the
ratio of the asymptotic mixing width obtained for outside air in motion
is not applicable here. The theory of the asymptotic distribution
functions produces, in this instance, an impracticable result (b2/bl+ ’=).
The asymptotic ratio
b2/bl.- 1.33 for Ul=o (21)
is obtained from the law of conservation of heat by an approximation
method.
The functions of the turbulent diffusion for the singular case
U1 = O are as follows:
velocity field
>. I
1blro=Fl UA.U(’T1‘JO- U1
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with F1 = 2.737
x/ro= *F2
[1(:1 )
/-l+~ro- U1
- U1
with F2 = 0.1347.
With the nozzle distance
‘PO as independent variable
bl
()
‘K
—=%+KG25-~r.
()!iA._21=uo -u 1
l+e(i-:)
with G1 = 2.737> G2 = 20.321
(/ )G2 Gl = 7.425
Temperature field
b2po
with
[
iiA- U1 1/2
H2+(l- H2)(% -Ul)1tiA-ul1
\
u
o - ‘1)
ZA 190= ()/ ~2+p-!’;(:y’7
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
(27)
HI = 3.245 H2 = 1.123
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For infinitely great nozzle distances,
blfro ~ KG#ro
and
with K1 = 3.644
(EA)-U1 *1% 1% - U1 K ‘2 (x/ro)
/
b2 r. 1%fiA-ul
()‘o - ‘1
15
the formulas are
,. (28)
/ n‘A~oX.K ‘A-%2U.Uo 1
(a)
(30)
(31)
with K2 = 0.793.
All formulas still exhibit the empirical constant K. It is
embodied in the apparent kinematic viscosity
and represents a measure for Z/b, the ratio of mixing length to mixing
width, which is regarded.as constant for the individual jet sections;
K and Z/b are to be considered functions of the characteristic
length x~ro. But in view of the far-reaching similarity of the profiles,
the dependence on x/r. throughout almost the entire transition zone is
expected to be slight, as the measurements seem to confirm. For example,
Tollmien~s investigations (reference 5) at the plane jet boundary (these
conditions prevail in the immediate vicinity of the nozzle mouth!)
give 2/b = 0.068; for the axially symmetrical jet diffusion (the
conditions encountered at very great distance from the mouth of the .
nozzle), he obtained 2/b = 0.073 (where, for reasons of continuity
at transition from the core to “thetransition zone, b in the latter,
as done here, is to be put equal to the jet radius).
Also of interest are the distribution functions (section III). As
already pointed out, the empirically obtained function (1 - q3/2)2 gives
,16 NACA TM 1288
a very close approximation of the experimental distributioris. The theory
gives the following asymptotic distributions for u~ + o:
Velocity distribution ,.
whereby with
(32)
As reflected by the previously obtained results concerning the structure
of the mixing zones
‘o = 1.811 (33)
Ifor ~ = r bl.
Utilizing in correspondencewith the asymptotic behavior of the
mixing width (bl ~ bmx X1/3) the Coordimte V* = r
‘~
with
“0’‘ 0“427ib
U1 2/3
() o
(uoT )
- U1 1/3
Uo
In the case of quiescent outside air U1 =( o) the asymptotic
velocity distribution function is
(p. 1 r/x
(34)
(35)
.—
———8-.. -—. ,,-, —I mm mmImmm I= mm I m IIn ImllImIIm I IllIlmlIIll
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with
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and
uO = (1/K)X 0.0784
For the temperature distribution the important relation
(36)
is obtained. This result is already indicated in Reichardt’s report
(reference 6).
The asymptotic distribution functions are represented in figures 7
and 8.
Now, the theory is compared with the experimental results. The
former contains two empirical constants E and K, E being equal to 2.
In the first part of the investigation (reference 1) the constant K
for the core had been determined on the basis of Tollmien’s study at the
plane jet boundary (reference 5). The result was K = O.O1O6 on the basis
of the heat equation, but the thus defined value is somewhat uncertain
owing to the doubtful flow losses as a result of the friction at the
nozzle wall and theassumption – valid exact only for small velocity and
temperature difference – that the breadth of the mixing regions of
temperature and velocity which served as b“asisof the calculations
act as r E : 1.
Quantity K is determined next for asymptotic conditions. Tollmien
(reference 5) obtained b = 0.214x for the diffusion of a jet issuing
from point source, as against bl = K x 20.321 X x according to the
calculations by equation (28). The comparison gives K= 0.0105. When
the determination of K is based upon expertiental results of other
structures of the diffusion field, such as the gradient of the asymptotic
distribution function or the decrease of velocity and temperature along
the jet ~is, the foregoing value of K is almost exactly reproduced.
The calculations have been based on the value
K.= O.O1O ‘(37)
I . .—., . . —.. — . . -.-—— ---- .-. .—... -— .—. -— .,
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For asymptotic conditions, no incidental flow loss due ‘tofriction
at the nozzle wall needs to be considered. (The flow loss canbe
allowed for by introducing an effective nozzle radius (see part I,
(reference l)); for infinitely great distance from the nozzle, however,
the size of the nozzle radius is of no influence.) The ratio of the
breadth of the mixing region of temperature and velocity serving as a
basis of the calculations is rigorously valid for the asymptote. The
above value of K should therefore represent a safe value for asymptotic
conditions.
Experimental data for small temperature differences as treated here
are few and limited to the case of outside air at rest U1 = 0).
( For
greater temperature differences (to be discussed in part B of this
report), Pabst’s comprehensive measurements (reference 2) are available.
For the asymptotic velocity distribution Reichardt’s measurements
(reference 7) are available. The comparison (fig. 9) shows practicable
agreement up to the boundary zone where the divergence is fairly great.
This difference is, as stated above, attributable to the nature of the
calculation method.
The decrease of velocity and temperature along the jet sxis was
measured by Ruden (reference 8). Unfortunately the published report
dealt only with the test curves without giving the test points or any
further details of the measurements. The comparison reproduced in
figures 10 and 11 indicates very good agreement between the test curves
and the computed functions up to a short transition arc.
This transition arc still defies interpretation at the present state
of turbulence research. The calculation by integral formulas contains as
essential premise the assumption of profile similarity for the individual
jet sections. The result is a hyperbolic variation of the distance
function up to the boundary of the core, while the experiment and also
the differential eqwtions (2) of the mixing process indicate zero tangent
in the boundary of the core. It is in this short transition arc that the
transition from the asymptotic profile form to that of the plane jet
boundary is largely effectuated. The profiles throughout the entire core
are very similar to the profile forming in direct.proximity of the nozzle
mouth, which corresponds to the mixing of two plane jets (compare part I
(reference l)). For the calculation of the transition arc, a return to
the differential equation (2) would be necessary, while the determination
of the breadth of the mixing region involved in the apparent kinematic
viscosity ( )G(X) = KbiiiA -ul j would call for theconservation formtia.
Even so, the variation of K within the arc would remain, whereby it is
to Be noted that the assumption of similar profiles is equivalent to
assuming a constant K, so that the existing dependence of K on x/r.
would essentially have to occur inside the arc. But every hypothesis
for this dependence of K and of Z/b (assumed as constant in the
individual jet sections) fails at’present.
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According to the experiment, the transition arc joining on the
common core boundary terminates in the hyperbolic branch of the distance
m.. function; the velocity decrease in the arc is at first very slow compared
to the temperature. In the comparison (figs. 10 and 11) the starting
point of the computed hyperbolic branch was chosen accordingly.
In the calculation, the integration constant was so defined t&t
/
ii “-U1
XAOO= 1 for, ~A -u = 1) i.e.> that the hyperbolic branches of the
0 1
velocity and temperature decrease started at a common boundary. In these
conditions, a displacement of the ewerimental correlation is to be
expected relative to the theoretical correlation of the related velocity
and temperature, which would have to disappear for greater nozzle dis-
tances. This displacement is manifest “inthe comparison, figure 12.
II. Calculation of the Variations of the Mixing Width
and of the Axial Functions
Momentum equation (3a)
Heat equation (3b)
--- a
r
2 ---
rpvd - — pudr dr = EG(x)r ~ (;3)
ax.r
where
E(X) = Kb~ (iiA(x)- ul)
Equations of conservation (4a) and (4b)
Jb2 ---ptir dr = po~ao r. /220
e!i..
—
20
In correspondence with the equation F X ~= constant ~ is replaced by
; = .const 1
‘1 I
l+~T1
The transverse component is obtained from the
Hence,
and
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b(rii)+ a(r~) _ ~
ax &
1
r
aiirtiv.. —
r Oz
for the momentum:
equation of continuity
:
r
for the heat:
1
a(fi - U1)
(
al
1 +$/Tl
+Eii-
& ‘1) &
-J
(38a)
(38b )
(39a)
Y,!,’,,
t
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and
I ‘2 i,.--ii.0 1 + 5/T1r dr=
If we limit ourselves to small
we get:momentum
30
‘1 + Oo/Tl
temperature
21
r.
I
22
differences (/)80 T1 << 1,
and
ii
—
U. ()ii-ul rdr=ro /22‘o - u~
heat
=EKt&+L ~(yd
o
and
m02%$ rdr=ro /22
Posing the formulas (6)
/Z190=
and (8)
:A(x)
—$’(v) with v =rbz(d790 /
(klb)
.,-!.! I!..!!,, . I ,, ,,-.. !-!!!. 1. !.,,,, .,.,,, , -,.. —,.
., ., ,—.,-
22
.
the transformation formulas read:
7 /= r b2, r = qb2
(/ )Hxr=
(42)
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Correspondingly
()iiA- U1 2 dq= ‘o - U1 E Tg (‘;3a)
(Accents denote derivatives with respect to x)
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and
and
(/)
2 ~A
2b2ro ~
o
(44a)
-1
-1
@=.
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.
Here (,9)must be inserted:
v(q)= (1- T#q2,
The evaluation of the integral gives
~ q?, d, = /’ (1 - ,3/2y, d, .*@.; E7’2+$,?#3’2+&8
hence
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Then
with dl = 0.13352
In addition
q%p-o) _
d(x/ro) ‘-
and e1 = 0.25714.
() t‘iiA- U1‘o - U1
- u, /2
(J
iiA
‘o-”
‘o (- )-u~ ‘1 ~‘uldl&ulUo +q2el (46)
II. Momentum equation (h3a)
..-
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Specialize to g = 1/2.
Evaluation of integral
(1;
s
l/2 .
(p~d~=~
- $@= 0.08074
0
l
—
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(7)
()iiA- IllAbbreviating to ( ) gives‘o - U1
U1
-b100’A+bl’02B -bloo’c” ‘% - ulblo~D
U1
+bl’02F+. -% bl’()G =.K()2H
‘o
with A= 0.03374 B = -0.02382
C = 0.02317 . D = 0.04783
F =- 0.06683 G =-0.20013
H =-0.68566
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Introducing (45) and (W)
d(bl/ro)
d(x/ro) ~-+}
gives
-7+
U1 1
=K02H
or
( )’
( )1/2[ ]3/2 A(
)
.—
1%-Ill+C() ~ dl(
(
1 ()’ {}$=’-@qj37z(
r-
1)&d 10+3
1
)+&l
)(
)’
)’C
+
U1 Uo - U1+
U. —U1 ~ dl( ) +
}’ {
U1 Uo — .U1
el +
- U1 U. dl(
‘o }}
el
= -K( )*H
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or
{
()’ uo-q ( ) (( )~~)1/2c13/2 ~.’dlA+B+c+F 02+~e1A+~+C +$+
dl(D+G)) ()+ ‘1 ~
( ( ))}
elD+~ =-K( )2H
u
o - ‘1 ‘o
hence
with u = -0.004505, ~ = -0.01736, y = -0.01343, H =- 0.68566
and finally the differential equation
(/)=Kdxro (47)
with ~ = 0.00657, PI = 0.02531, 71 = 0.01959, dl = 0.13352,
el = 0.25714
,( )iiA - lqwriting y instead of _ and x in place of /x r. involves‘o - U1the equation
- dy
[
Ay2+By+C
Y2(EY + F)
}G=K”
or
{
Ay2’+~+G 1
- dy
k }
=Kdx
Ey3+& fi F
E
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where
A %
- U1
=al —
‘o
Uo - Ill
E=dl
1-1o
Transformation of
gives
-+
lq lq
C.yl _
~uo-ul
(E=(l,,p=ii)
~= (F/E)2 Y3=- (F/@3
(1 - E2)2 (1 - E+
+FJ5!!?.E (F/EI) E
(1- ~2)2 (1 -,*)
2
=-—
r<
E /
A(F/E)2 -B(F/E)(l - ~2 + C(l - ~2)
.- E(F/E)3+F(F/E)2(l -~2) U
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‘-” [A+(;/_j~,,~+COn&
‘[-$*1”+
.,
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By retaining the old variables and inserting the original values for ‘
the constants, we obtain
, = ~ (Uo;ul~’>[a(,,lz.,,(,lllz)+,(+ - ---&++x r.
with
“[*
(48)
[(1) = 1(l+p ‘1‘o - U1 )
and the constants
a = 0.0275 p = 0.0549 7 = 0.0375 p = 1.9259
The integration constant was so determined that the value
(:~:)=’
was obtained for the core boundary
‘K/ro> XKlro to be taken from the
theory of the central zone.
The formula still contains the empirical constant ,K which must
be definedby experiments (section I).
()For the case of quiescent outside air — = O the differential
equation reduces to
.
-dRJ){&R;:r;Kdk/ro)
, i 1 1111 1I ,nmmmmm— ,..,,,,...,,,,., ,,.,,,,..,.,. ,,,,...-.--. —. ——--. -.., -.... .....-—
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which gives
[}
x/.o=(l/K)F2 ~A~ul“ ‘(%.h)()%-Ill (49)
with F2 = 0.1347.
(b) Temperature Field
I. Equation of conservation of heat (44b)
W (9)
+ = (1 - ~3/2)2
Evaluation
(1)
of integral:
..—-.,-..,-- -, , .,.,.,.,,,,..- ,., ,——- —111ml11n nmmIll111mlml--m~ml IIII1111111II IMHIII Ii-nII
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For E=2:
,..
.--–, -,
,“/1“ .,, .cp~ dq = 0.043820
Ib2 r. =
with d2 = 0.08765
+(1)
1
‘% [J-U1 UA - U1 11/2-d2+&e1‘o ‘o-”
el = 0.25714
(51)
In addition
42!4=.,,2.
do+.){Ku+ (w’ +kx’dd’l+&dw’.)J ’52)
P(“ ‘~ IJ) ‘~i_j3’2(7jA,flo)3’2
. .
*’l?hisvalue was incorrectly given as 0.25714 in the originial
-.
German version of this paper.
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II. Heat equation (44a)”
We specialize to q = l/2.
For E = 2:
[
l/2
~2 = 0.05773qnldq=&&4$+80~
o
NACA TM 1288
(2)
35
J ) .+ 3/4q7/2 + 93/2q5=. 3E3/4 (75/2 _ ~3/4v8/2 ‘7
For E = 2:
r
‘2 ~T2’q .-
--0.07438A@+&@-
0 28
‘~l )
1/2 ‘
fi’dv $ ~/2 = -0.03108
0
[
1/2
= 0.04382 - Q*7 ‘7
o
(for E= 2)
/
1
PITId? = 0.00225
1/2
36
/
Wj d? = 0.04783
1/2
p,’d+’ & hm,3g)2(l-,3/’)2],2d,
u
/{ -
#2:,
(
3E3/4 _ 3)
~7/’ -
( ) + ,5(6E3q}
9~3/2 -9E3/4
-t
For E = 2:
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( )+ ~’” 3E3/2 + 1~3/4 + 3 +
q’d~ = ~
(
7/’ -@3/4-6)+
7
+&-z3+3 9
( )14 ;-z+
‘~-~+~ =-0.08765
r( 40 52 32 )
43
WJ
= -0.06597
1,
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.,>..
(6) ---
\
,.
(7)
r%= - 373/2 + 373
()~A - U1Abbreviating ~ - u to ( ) gives theno 1
with A = 0.02413 B =- 0.03108 c = 0.00225
D = 0.04783 F =-0.02167 Gl s-0.20013
H =-0.68566
or
38
with u = 0.02638 P
6 = 0.04783 E
The introduction of (51) and
b+= *
d(b2/m)
dppo)
= 0.05276
s 0.20013
(52)
—
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Y = 0.00225
~ = 0.96967
1
L % (Uo
gives
[((’./o.)’* ~ ‘1
-1
)(+)+y
J
+
Transforming from the variable x r. to the variable/
but by (47)
( y:!
u)dxro .-
. 4WL()fi~-U.d u -uo 1 ( )’
()iiA- U1 gives‘o - ul
(53)
#
s
,;
!,I
A/T79 ( )iiA- U1The result for o as a function of is then theUo - U1
differential equation
‘i;i:”j, _ (F&140)3j2”’
d
()uo -u 1
{
U1 U1
~~)2+&()+YlG%
- U1
~1
( )
( )3/2 % - ‘1 dl( ) + al 312
% %
(1)
{–
1
#$
5A 30 u. - U~
[ 1{ }}
(54)
U1
20+21 PI( ) + P2
‘o ‘o ‘o - ‘1
[ 11/2
}
*. +
with al = 0.00657 ~1 = 0.02531 Y~ = 0.019’59
dl = 0.13352 el = 0.25?14 d2 = 0.08765
pl = 0.02413 p2 = 0.05224 p3 = -0.00199
(1 = 0.96967
This equation is of the type of a Bernoulli equation
W
—=
ax
y3/2G(x) - YF(x)
and can be integrated. Unfortunately the quadrature is not feasible.
It gives
J.
- U1 3/2q
()
iiA
% - l.q
40
with the functions
s ()iiA- ul%2 + el ‘1Uo - U1 1-1o- Ill
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and the constant
A=+ l/2
“3
= -0.6111
P2 d2 - plel
The integration constant was so defined that
P (1)iiA - U1’5A o =lforu-u=l o
Hence, for infinitely great nozzle distances in the case of outsi~ air
in motion (:1+0)
P’ ‘h
/ [) ])
lp2e3 iiA-u~
3Ado~ — —
e +(~l’yl Uo -U1
and
.
/
The asymptotic form~a for b2 r. follows as
(56)
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or
.,
b2&@ %/ro (57)
By this result the assumption b2/bl = @“ based upon the theory
of asymptotic distribution functions, is sustained.
But this does not hold true for the case of quiescent outside air
Pl=o}
The theory of asymptotic distribution functions gives an
impracticable result:
1
b2 bl+ =. The assumption of the same ratio for
/
b2 bl as for outside air in motion proves inconclusive.
In the case of quiescent outside air, the differential equation
reduces to
d(!+o).,2 (%/%)3/;
m p&j’2
with
The solution reads
I%%
For the breadth of the
/
bp r. =
mixing region by
1 1 1
, .,,,, m,. . . , .,, -. -,--------------- -.l— ,-—. ..—.—
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and
1 L+P-WHU1lI!*b+’=p
+
In the asymptote
‘2/’0: &72 UA:U,
(7‘o-”
.
and
‘2/’0 ‘ $72 %po
With the constants computed on the assumption
I
b, bl =@ the result ,
/would be b2 bl = 1.98, hence contradictory.
The assumption b2/bl .@
for the case of outside air at rest must therefore be abandoned and the
/correct value of b2 bl obtained by a special consideration.
For this purpose the equation
b2/’o = ~ 72 %po
and
(58)
must be solved. The constants at the right-hand side contain /b2 bl as
a parameter. By an approximation method /b, ’12 1L3.
.— I
.—m —,. II-~1111m~ mlImm~mllmmlmlmllIIIIIllI
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The calculation made
of outside air at rest:
43
Iwith this value of b2 bl gives for the case
L \ / J
with 71 = 3.245
hence in the asymptote
In
as
addition
against
‘~A[fioZ
The calculated
(59)
(60)()iiA- U1‘o -u 1
72 = 1.123,
/ [
b2 rox 1.33 bl r. (61)
I ()ii-u5A30Z 0.79 A ~ (62)‘o - ‘1
()
iIA- U1
% - U1
obtained for outside air in motion.
functions are represented in figures 1 to 6.
The integral in formula (55) was obtained by numerical integration.
III. Calculation of the Asymptotic Distribution Functions
At very great distances from the nozzle,
differences of the jet and of the surrounding
small,
Limited to small temperature differences
coristant)the differential equations (part 1,
the velocity and temperature
medium can be regarded as
(density approximately
reference 1} (24)) read:
—I
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momentum:
.aii .aii
{}
2- 3.ati
‘%i+vs=
c(x) q+;~
ar
(63a)
heat:
mass:
aii avb+i7+ r-=0
ax ar
where
G(X) = Kbl(+j@) - ‘1)
1. The velocity distributions are now to be calculated.
a. Outside air in motion Ul+o
The similarity formula
gives
ii - U1 = HA(x) - ul
% - Ill % - U1
r
with q = —
bl(x)
Q(v)
(63b)
(63c)
(64a)
(64b)
.—. -.
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W.”. -ul
arp,.. U1
a (%) = “o - u~ ~fiA(x)- u~)’
ax U1
etc.
On the basis
the heat equation
\u..-u~
of computing
qx) - u~
- X-213
‘o - “1
is applicable to the asymptote
}
the
45
axial functions by the momentum and
bl(x) - X l/3
according to (15) and (16).
By the equation of continuity of mass
hence
7(X)
- x-4/3
U1
for the asymptote.
By the’equation of motion
() ?iiA- “1Uo - U1
The first two terms and
tude x-5/3, while the term
The term with 7(x) is
siderations.
the last term are of the
()~(x) UA - U1 ljbl is ofU1 ~ - U1
therefore disregarded in
order of magni-
(65)
the order of x-7/3.
asymptotic con-
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Noting further that
ti
()
ii- U1 U. - U1
—= +1s1
% ‘O-”l ‘1
for small velocity differences gives for the case of outside air in
motion the asymptotic motion equation
a(iqul) iiA(x)-U1
= Kbl(x)
‘ax U1
the relation
iiA(X).: U1 = u x-2/3
w
Uo - U1
gives
‘o - U1
-K
‘1
‘w ,(--,ry(wl)
&2 &
Integrated
or
(66)
I
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Hence
() 2’P = e- ‘oq with U02 = ~~ ‘1 b=k. 6KUo-ul%
~
/- But by (15) and (16)
(67)
1/3
4
Uo - u~
.
bm . $/3 UO with ~ = 4.246
(“’/’-lo)23%
~m . ;;3 (jpo)i/3 2/3B2 with B2 = 0.216
()
o - U1
Uo
Therefore
a. = 1.811 (68)
Transforming correspondingly bl * x1/3 on the vaxiable 7* = rl~/3
gives
~ = e-b’?)’ +$ ‘6’)with UO* = 0.427
Uo
b. Outside air at rest (UI = O) .
Conformablyto (28) and (@)
iiAw l/X
bl~x
we put
Tl= i3A(x)q)(l’)) ~= T(x)X(q) with q = r/x (70)
48
A similar consideration as given under (a) yields
7(X) - l/x
NACA TM 1288
(71)
The apparent kinematic viscosity follows as
.
‘(x) = mafia = constant
Thus the problem
distribution function
solved by Schlichting
The solution is
appears to be reduced to that of computing the
for the laminar viscosity ~. This has been
(reference 9).
(72)
But according to (28)
bw = K 20.321
hence
a. = ~ 0.0784 (73)
2. Relative to
haS shown that
with AT,
‘Q
respectively.
To put it
corresponds to
the temperature distributions Reichardt (reference 6)
being exchange quantities of momentum and of heat,
briefly: In this representation, the ratio
‘QIAT
the factor E. With E = 2
(74)
q= + (75)
The calculated distribution functions are represented in figures 7
and 8.
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the
can
B: GREATER TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCES
AND SURROUNDING MEDIUM
. ..
I. Methods and Results
BErwEENJEr .
.
In view of part A of the present investigation,which dealt with
diffusion of a hot air jet for small temperature differences, we
be brief in many respec~s.
The differential equations of the mixing field
equation (2))
equation of continuity of mass
. >
read: (part A,
equation of continuity of momentum
equation of continuity of heat
dx &
with the apparent kinematic viscosity
e(x) = KbJx) == - =minI
Integration with respect to r gives for the transition zone (part A,
equation (3)) the momentum equation
the heat equation
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with
For r = O a further integration (part A, equation (4)) gives the
equation of the conservation of momentum
2
and of the heat
pfJ~40 ‘o
/
22
field was then carried out forThe investigation of the mixing
small temperature d~ferences (part A) by means of the cited integal
equations. For the velocity and temperature distribution the “similarity”
formula was used:
ii - U1 tiA(x)- ul
—= -u, ,(,)
Uo- U1 %
3 ‘A(x)
- —Mv)
~- ijo
This formula expresses the following facts: For very great nozzle
distances (asymptotic case) the flow proves itself similar according to
theory and experience. But it also proves itself almost similar for
nozzle distances extending up to a point near the boundary of the core,
according to experimental data (cf. Pabst, reference 2).
In order to simplify the calculation, the asymptotic ratio
for the total transition zone was assumed.
p-
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The functions
r
and 4 are identical with the asymptoticdis-
tribution functions part A)
,,.
q.e -(0.;)2 Iq=rbl
* = qNE
The application of the foregoing investigationmethod to fields
with greater temperature differences involves a considerable amount of
paperwork. For this reason, a different method is applied.
The study is limited to fields with outside velocity U1 # O
different from zero, while the singular case U1 = O (cf. part A) is
disregarded.
The goal is to calculate the breadth of the mixing regions of
velocity bl and of the temperature b2 as well as the axial
functions
tiA(X)- U1 and 3A(X)
For the calculation, the
‘o - ‘1 ~
ential equations are used which for the jet center read
~N ~ G(~)2
[“
-a2(ii-
ax ar2 1
“)+ ‘(=-&
with .
G(X) = Kb+)(@) - Ul)
also, the consenation ’formulas
momentum
and heat
(1)
dif~er-
(2)
sb2 /22@i-& dr = Po~~o roo
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In ,cotiormitywith the almQst similar behavior of the flow in’the
transition zone described above the following proposition is made:.
ii- ,~~ = (iiA(~) - ul)q(v); TI= r/bl
(3)
In other winds, it is assumed that in the whole transition zone
the distributions over the breadth of the mixing regions are represented
by the asymptotic distribution function
e-(uO~)2and e-(uO~*)2 (4)
The constant Cro can be determined by experimental calibration.
Approximating the experimental distributions by the ftiction (1 - v3/2)2
gives (cf. psrt A).
.
a = 1.81 (5)
and
with (3) the following differential equations
(ZA - %~ (fi\
.
(f5)
are obtained from (l).
The first equation defines the mutual correlation of the &ial
functions
t ~:) a; r’lp’
the second describes the variation
iiA- U1
of the axial function
~%
with the nozzle distance
tx ro”
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The conservation formulas (2)give by reason of (3)
‘1 1 i
/
bl r. = —
1 (>:-~;)l”
(1 + 190Tl)l/2
with the.coefficients
floo
L
811
film
J(I) = 2 ‘--
(
0 p +Fo/r)@/’o)*]
where
“(’) ‘Qc:)=q(”))
Iksides
/
b2 r. =
(1+ OIIT1)l/2o
with the coefficients
.-
1
(7A,,0)112
Pm
53
1
(’m)
In complete generality, the solution of the described equation
system (6) and (7) still presents a difficult problem, which is largely
due to the calculation of the integrals by which the coefficients of
the breadth of the mixing regions are represented.
,,, ..!!!!!. -..!—
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By contrast, the solution for the asymptote (very great nozzle
distances) is readily indicated.
With
we get
/
bl r. x 1
(1+190T1 )
l/2
The differential equations (6) give then immediately
and
With the nozzle distance x r. as independent variable/
/
bl r. %
()iiA-U1*% _ul -
(8)
(9)
——— --—--I-I
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(10 con-t)
Consequently, greater temperature differences for the asymptote1
make themselves felt by the factor It implies that”
(1+ t&)l/’”
the breadth of the mixing regions increases slower at greater tempera-
ture differences and that velocity and temperature decrease considerably
more.
The asymptotic solution is at the same time to be.regarded as first
approximation for the general solution. Comparisons with better approx-
imations indicate,however, - for example, in the theory of small temper-
ature differences (cf. part A) - that the asymptotic solution still
represents no satisfactory approximation.
To gain a second approximation, it is logical to continue with the
equation system (6) and (7) on the approximate assumption that .
b2~bl = @(which holds rigorously for asymptotic conditions).
ForE=2 – this value is obtained by experiments as will be
shown later — the coefficients of the conservation formulas can be
indicated analytically:
.
[1.11 = ~U.
,
Introduction of the functions thus
gives a system of ordinary differential
solved only approximately.
obtained for bl and b2 in (6)
equations which, however, can be
—56 “*CA TM 1208
But a second approximation in analytical form can be obtained, if
one limits oneself to the asymptotic coefficients
formulas which read:
(II) = 2
(I) = 2
m
H /11=2
o
w
11 /‘1=2
o
dq = 1
--2
‘o
of the conservation
(11)
qq’ dq* = l/ao2
This solution seems to represent an adequate
1 -1
/
112r. =
(1 + :/’.)’/2 *
with II = $$;[1
approximateion. We get
1
(I) = l/uo2
1
(12)
With these functions, the differential equations (6) give: For
the correlation of (iA,Oo) and (~ = ;)
(1)iAdo =;
l
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The integrati?~ constant was therefore so determined that
The dependence of
/distance x r. reads
‘/ro‘ p + ,’-pI)’/’
where
1.
()iiA- ulthe axial function % on the nozzle- U1
+x-
/K r.
/ ii. -ul\
+
(14)
The integration constant being so defined that x/r. = x - K/r.
(1.)
iiA- U1
for = 1 (boundary of core).
% -u
The two empirical constants K and E appear in the theory;
K = 0.010 for asymptotic conditions (cf. part A). The constmt E
equals 2 according to
The structure of
the experiment. -
the mixing field for
% - U1
%
I
do T1
obtained with these constants
On experimental data the
“available.- He
the transition
and 107 m/see
= 0.5; 0.75; 0.95
= o; 0.75; 1.5
is represented in figures 13 to 25.
measurements by Pabst (reference 2) are
measured the diffusion.of a hat air jet of x 300°”.C in
zone and a relative speed of ~ kOorn/sec for-18, 101,
outside velocity
/
% - U1t90Tlx 1.0; ~ %0.95; 0.74; 0.53
mmnmn nlmmmmmlIllmmmm 1111Illllnlmanmnnmmmmmnm— --
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Pabstfs measurements of the velocity and temperature distributions
over the breadth of the mixing regions were very complete. His measure-
ments at the last three sections (x/D = 16. 20, and 24) are reproduced
in figures 26 to 28, to which we have added the theoretical distribution
functions forthe asymptote
(E = 2);
a being defined accordingly. It is seen
tion functions reproduce the experimental
.7
.
The significant result
E=2
is quite plain.
The check of the theory on
ison of the theoretical and the
Pabst’s average values are
that the theoretical distribu.
distributions quite closely.
the experiment
measured axial
represented in
involves mainly a compar-
f“uctions
figure 2$). Figures 30 to
32 contain the comparison of the theoretical and experimental decrease
in velocity along ~he jet axis, the constant x - K/r. of the theoret-
ical curves being defined accordingly. Surprisingly the measurements on
the whole indicate a greater decrease in velocity, although this was to
be expected since, as a result of the friction.at the inner and outer
nozzle wall some 10SS of flow must be reckoned with, which stipulates ap
effective radius different from the geometric radius. Figures 33 to 33
show the comparison of the theoretical and experimental temperature drop
along the jet axisj with the constant of the theoretical curve again
properly defined. The reservations regarding any accidental loss on
heat flow disappear. Even so the measurements indicate a fundamental
departure in the sense that the expertiental decrease is flatter; however,
this difference should raise no objection to the theory since the tempera-
ture measurements along the jet axis seem unfortunately to be faulty.
This is seen fairly plainly in figure 29 where, with increasing distance
from the nozzle, the curves of the velocity and temperature drop approach
one another and then even intersect. By contrast, the experimental dis-
tributions give E = 2 somewhat plainly, which, in other words, means
,,
NACA
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the,temperature exchange is greater than.the velocity exchange
. . . ,Ww&::)(accortingto theory is to be expected for @eater,..
nozzle distances).
I To be sure the described behavior is due, to some extent, to the
! friction losses but not enough, according to preliminary Calctiations>
to explain this difference.
II. Calculation of Mixing Region Structure *.
1. The differential equations describing the diffusion of a hot air
set in the transition zone read (cf. part A):
with
6(X) = K++&) )“- U1
or
rii
‘Forthe jet center (7 = o!)
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Considering that the first derivatives with respect to r disappear
for the jet center, one obtains
with
If one puts
6(X) = Kb+)(tiA”(x) - Ul)
const.
7=
T1
according to 6 x ~ = constant, the
1
1 +%/Tl
equations read
ii
u
ii - U1
al +7j/Tl
ax
*
ax
(+Eii- Ul)
(15)
For computing the mixing field, the conservation formulas are
employed again:
momentum
/
:1 ~ii(ii- ul)r dr = pouo(~ - Ul)r$#
heat
I b2 I22@ii3rdr = pouo~o r.o
(17)
-.—, . —, ...-.., ..—,, --- --.,—,—, m-ml, —m, —,, ,- . n-,, ,.,,
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2. The law of similarity is applied
G- Ul=(iiA(X), -Ul)q( V), q=r/b~(x)
\ ,
~ = ~A(x)cp( q*), T,* = r/b2(x)
or
(19)
hereby it is to be noted that
(a/bx)r = (Ybx)7 - ( /b ~~b~a Y%l
(YWX = (w:
For the differential equations (16) we get
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or, bearing
( )UA - U1‘o - U1
in mind that p = v = 1 at the jet center
( ‘A - U1 \
p-b - U1
U1
)
‘1 + (190/TJ[~A/190)
+_
‘o - U1 dx
f
+
‘JO- ul/’
IT)=o
dx
Observing, for exam~le, that
1
b12
q=o
and
d$
# —=
-
–, dq
we get
f
22
()
d2q bl d q
—=. —
d~2 b2 dq2
63
corresponding to
(
@
(tiO/T-i)(TA/oO) 1 d211F+(wi@w12 F ~ ,.0
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Dividing the first equation by the second gives
or
finally
The elimination of
leaves
+!2.L.
h)UA - U1d ‘o-”
~A/oo) fr.m
(21)
equation (19b) by means of this equation
\uo - UJ
(22)
Iq=o
()iiA- UlEquation (21) gives the mutual correlation of and‘o - U1
(1)
~A do along the jet axis.
Equation (22) contains the dependence of the axial function
()
iiA- U1
‘o - U1
on the nozzle distance.
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3. The application of the equation of
equatiops of conservation (18) gives:
dr=
similarity (19) to the
%(UO - @ 2
/r. 2
P
1+190 ~
It yields
s
m
( iiA-Ulq+ul
o ~+[dC)/T&A1d$ FA - ‘J@12’ “ =
%(% - Ul)roa 2
P
1+790 ~ I
or
fhally
66
From it
I
bl r. =
f Ollows
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1
-% (v‘UIA-U1 (II) + 1~ (1) 1/2‘o ‘0 -’J
with the coefficients
f-p
The asymptotic coefficients are
(II) =2
! [
‘q)’~dq; (1)=2 ‘qqdq
o 0
with
()- oo~ 2p.e
heat
similitude
with
(23)
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The resuit is
or
Hence
6
-1
with the coefficients
The asymptotic coefficients are
w
[1 ]
,m
11=2 [1 Jc@q*dq*; I = 2 qJq*dq*o 0
with
~ = e-(uoT*)2
$= e-E(uo~*)2
which with E = 2 give
[1II =~~; [1 1ao2 I=— (Y02
60
.
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(24)
Hence
4. Asymptotic
The asymptote
as
/
Iq r. 2
/b2 r. X
I
solution (first approximation)
(very great nozzle distances) follows from (23) and
1
(1+‘A)l’2
1
. U1’1/2u-iiA/ - U1b2 bl =
?/)
z~19012
Insertion in the differential equation (21) gives
or
U=&Eir
(TA\%)’ E (%/’o)2
From (22) follows further
_l.Y!iL()iiA - U1d % - U1
or
(25)
(26)
U1
‘-lo- U1 1
.
-J.(“)’6A- U132‘o - U1
.— 1
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With
-.. .
,,
()- UO?-j‘2o=e
&
= -20.2
dq2
q=o
this results in
()u“ 1/2 ,u~“r”’’(’+b”” ‘i%= ‘“-”qy$’”’27)
5. (Second approximation)
With the asymptotic coefficients the result is
where
L
‘o
l
(28)
/
b2 r. .
(’+ ‘:/’1)’/2*
1
RU’(:-P+;q”
where
With these functions the differential equation (21) reads
‘(iA~o)
2
()
uA - U1
1-1o- U1
=-
E3A902
1(/)
+ &)
U1
+— [11%
1
—70
Separation
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of the variables produces
When the integration constant is
(/)
3A +o = 1 then
~\uO-UIJUO
m. -u. \
(29)
The differential equation (22) gives
fiq - u1)5/2
I - I
or
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hence
+ “=2
.. 1..
(1 + ~o/Tl)l/2
Transforming
“A-U1=M,E.., p-uly()Uo - U1 1- E2 uA -ul~-ul
L)u. - U1d % - U1
d~
gives with
% - U1
()U1 E fiA- U1 2=22 % - U1 ()(1- ~22’ UO-U1 )
+
U1 p-q2
Uo -Uluo-ul )\—
&
(1 “ ~2)2
1U1 1
U.2 and B=- llA -I.
% - U1 (1 + ~o/Tl)l/2Fi~
{
1% - U1
2 %
n
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/xro=B
/
( -a U1-2 1- g2 + U. - U1)
= & 1
n
-2
[
B=—
U2 (
-a+ ‘~ u (1 - ~2)) d~
‘o 1
.+
1
{
BE+ A ~3U1 3 }
+ const. -
‘o - U1
()iiA - LqIdentifying the integration constant for =lby% - U1
x/ro =X -K/To (boundary of core) gives
[( ,2)+H*-7)]+ ’+0*-*
.
where
L-
Translated by J. Vanier
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Figure 25.- Breadth of mixing along jet axis for greater density differences.
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Figure 30. - Decrease of velocity along the jet axis.
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